Since the early 1970’s BORDO has specialized in the design and manufacture of watertight electrical components for the offshore oil extraction industry. In a harsh marine environment you need durable and reliable components. BORDO has the close-tolerance machining experience required to produce watertight connectors to your exacting specifications from a variety of materials including: alloy steels, stainless steels, titanium and more. And, BORDO can make and deliver your parts fast, whenever and wherever you need them. For emergency repairs, BORDO will stock your parts for immediate delivery at no additional cost.

Few industries are more demanding than offshore oil extraction, and a manufacturing partner who understands the industry and its requirements is crucial to a smooth offshore operation. On any oil rig there is little margin for error, and none for inferior components. One small defect can cost you thousands of dollars in lost time and damage. That is why BORDO designs and manufactures your components using over three decades of precision machining and oil industry experience. Our extensive knowledge of the oil extraction industry is your guarantee that your critical components will work as designed and deliver years of trouble-free service in the field.

In additional to our durable and reliable components, we offer unmatched customer service for our offshore oil extraction customers. BORDO is organized to provide top quality, quick turnaround and dependable delivery every time. With BORDO on your team, you have a powerful resource for all of your electrical components requirements – delivered where and when you need them.